We present measurements of thermal and electrical spin injection in nanoscale metallic non-local spin valve (NLSV) structures. Informed by measurements of the Seebeck coefficient and thermal conductivity of representative films made using a micromachined Si-N thermal isolation platform, we use simple analytical and finite element thermal models to determine limits on the thermal gradient driving thermal spin injection and calculate the spin dependent Seebeck coefficient to be −0.5 µV/K < S s < −1.6 µV/K. This is comparable in terms of the fraction of the absolute Seebeck coefficient to previous results, despite dramatically smaller electrical spin injection signals.
INTRODUCTION
The non-local spin valve (NLSV), also called a lateral spin valve or spin accumulation sensor, plays an essential role in modern spintronics because of the unique ability to separate charge current from pure spin current [1] [2] [3] [4] . The NLSV is formed from two ferromagnetic (FM) nanowires connected by a non-magnetic (NM) channel material with a length L on the order of the spin diffusion length. As shown schematically in Fig. 1a) , when a (charge) current is driven from the left FM contact and extracted from the nearby end of the NM channel, the spin polarization of the electrons flowing into the channel causes a transfer of angular momentum, or spin, into the NM. This spin accumulation diffuses, decaying exponentially with distance with a spin diffusion length λ nm . Note that in the ideal case no charge current is present in the NM channel where the spin accumulation leads to a pure spin current, i s . Because of the difference in chemical potential for up and down spins, the potential difference V NLE measured between the right FM contact and the right side of the NM channel depends on the relative alignment of the magnetization in the two FM contacts.
Dividing V NLE and I in this nonlocal geometry gives the non-local resistance resulting from electrical spin injection, R NLE , which then has the dependence on applied magnetic field, H, shown in Fig. 1b ). This electrically-driven NLSV allows powerful probes of spin injection, spin accumulation, and spin transport in a wide variety of material systems [5, 6] .
Despite decades of study, spin transport and injection even in supposedly simple metallic systems still holds open questions and surprising results, including the role of size and material effects and nature of the injection mechanisms [7, 8] . These open questions become more urgent as industrial use of NLSV sensors for demanding magnetic field sensing applications such as read heads in magnetic recording rapidly approaches reality [9] . Recently, thermal effects on the NLSV have proven a critical area of study, with some authors suggesting that the dominant physics driving the background resistance of the NLSV originates in thermoelectric effects [10] [11] [12] , and others observing that significant Joule heating plays an important role in spin injection [13, 14] . A few groups have even shown that spin accumulation and transport in a metallic NLSV is possible by driving heat current, rather than charge current [13, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Such a thermal injection is shown schematically in Fig. 1c ), where current is passed only through the FM contact in order to provide a local heat source at the FM/NM interface. If the resulting thermal gradient generates a spin accumulation Table A1 .
in the NM and resulting spin current in the channel, the potential difference V NLT shows a characteristic switching pattern similar to Fig. 1b ). This thermal generation of pure spin current, usually called the spin-dependent Seebeck effect (SDSE) [21] , is still largely unexplored, and often difficult to quantify due to the need to accurately determine the thermal gradient in nanoscale structures. There is a great deal of interest in the SDSE for applications in sensors and as a source for pure spin currents in possible spin-based logic [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , as well as for its role in spin-torque switching in response to fast or ultrafast laser fluence [20] .
In this paper we present measurements of thermal and electrical spin injection and transport in all-metallic NLSVs made using permalloy (Py, the Ni-Fe alloy with 80% Ni) FM and aluminum NM. In addition to quasi-dc measurements using the equivalent of the lock-in amplifier techniques common in the field, we fully characterize the voltage-current characteristics of the NLSV in both electrical and thermal spin injection configurations. As discussed in detail below, this allows description of each device using a simple analytic thermal model that includes Joule heating and Peltier heating or cooling. With knowledge of the thermal conductivity and Seebeck coefficients of representative films that we measure using our technology for thin film thermal measurements [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , we determine an upper limit on the thermal gradient driving spin injection without recourse to complicated simulations or assumptions of bulk thermal properties. We also use a 2d finite element approach based on purely diffusive heat flow, though again informed by measured values of thermal conductivity and Seebeck coefficients, to approach a more realistic estimate of the thermal gradient and the SDSE. The resulting SDSE coefficient for the Py/Al system at 78 K that we report here is smaller in absolute value than previous reports using typical ferromagnets, though very comparable as a fraction of the absolute Seebeck coefficient [13, 15] despite a very low efficiency of electrical injection. This suggests that thermal spin injection is far less sensitive to the nature of the FM/NM interface than its electrical counterpart and motivates broader study of the materials-and interface-dependence of thermal spin injection.
EXPERIMENT Device Fabrication
We fabricate NLSVs via a two-step e-beam lithography lift-off process. evaporation system at 0.2 − 0.5 nm/s using a water cooled stage after a 2 minute, 50 W, -580 V RF clean process in 10 mT of Ar intended to desorb moisture from the exposed FM surface (to promote adhesion during lift-off) and potentially remove the native oxide formed on the Py nanowires. We then remove the PMGI/PMMA resist stack via a 45 min soak in
80
• C MicroChem Remover PG. A scanning electron micrograph showing an example NLSV is shown in Fig. 1d ).
Transport Measurements
Measurements are carried out after bolting the NLSV chip to a fully radiation-shielded gold-coated high-purity Cu sample mount installed in a sample-in-vacuum LN2 cryostat.
An open bore split-coil electromagnet allows application of fields in excess of 1000 Oe in the plane of the chip. For the measurements described here the field is applied as shown in Fig. 1a) . Simple resistance or non-local resistance measurements are made using the "delta mode" function of a linked Keithley 2128a nanovoltmeter and 6220 high precision current source. This measurement is functionally equivalent to a first-harmonic lock-in amplifier This fit gives λ nm = 760 ± 50 nm.
measurement [35] . We determine IV characteristics of the NLSV in various configurations by numerically integrating differential conductance measurements made with the same system [36] . Fig. 2 shows an example IV measurement of the the NM channel for the L = 900 nm and L = 1300 nm devices at both T = 78 K and 300 K. Since no FM/NM couple is in the current path in this measurement, no thermoelectric contributions are expected and indeed V channel is highly linear for the entire range of applied I, as seen by the excellent agreement with linear fits shown with dashed lines. After all measurements are completed on a NLSV, we measure the FM and NM film thicknesses via AFM contact profilometry and the actual lateral geometry of the nanowires using SEM micrographs (see Table A1 ).
For the devices described here, this revealed somewhat wider NM channels than intended, with widths reaching 400 − 450 nm. These measured values are used wherever geometry is needed in model calculations. (Fig. 1a) ), while panels c) and d) current (I b = 2 mA) flows only in the FM, causing no net charge current to pass into either arm of the NM channel, but heating the FM such that a heat current forms at the FM/NM interface. The characteristic switching clearly shows that this heating generates a spin accumulation in the NM channel that is detected after diffusing to the location of FM2. Note however, that this quasi-dc R measurement is sensitive to terms linear in I, where heating effects are proportional to I 2 .
The apparent sign change in ∆R NLT = R NLT (↑↑) − R NLT (↑↓) is peculiar, but as is discussed in more detail below does not indicate a sign change in the SDSE.
As shown inset to Fig. 3b ), we use ∆R NLE = R NLE (↑↑) − R NLE (↑↓) to determine the spin diffusion length in the Al, λ nm . Despite the RF clean step between the FM and NM depositions, comparison of the contact and spin resistances of the FM and NM (at 78 K,
In this tunneling limit, the form of the 1d spin diffusion equation
is [37] ,
The fit shown by the dashed line in the Fig. 3b ) inset gives λ nm = 760 ± 50 nm, which is in line with previous results for Al [7, 38] (for further discussion and results of fits to other 1d transport models see Appendix). The fit, and the generally small size of ∆R NLE , also indicates that we achieved a very low current polarization (P I = 0.02). The value of the contact resistance area product, R c A = 40 mΩµm 2 (from the L = 1300 nm NLSV), is roughly two orders of magnitude higher than seen in transparent contacts [7] , and on par with that seen in MgO tunnel barriers capable of strongly enhancing ∆R s [39] . This also supports the use of the tunneling model, but with a strongly reduced P I due to scattering of spin introduced by a layer of oxidized Py that remains at the FM/NM interface. the same temperature over a wider I range. As expected V NLT is predominantly ∝ I 2 , and the difference between parallel and antiparallel configurations ( Fig. 4d ) retains a large ∝ I 2 component. Lines in Fig. 4d ) are fits to V P−AP = R
As discussed further below, the R s 2 provides the same information as the second-harmonic lock-in signal in previous work [13] , and is the evidence of thermally-generated spin accumulation in the NLSV. The physics of the R s 1 term is less clear, though this term was also seen in the original report of the SDSE [13] . In fact, the size of R s 1 and R s 2 shown in Fig. 4d ) for L = 500 nm is nearly the same as the results in [13] . However, this does not necessarily imply a similar SDSE coefficient, since the thermal profile in the NLSV must be determined and will certainly depend on the detailed geometry and materials in each device. We also point out that the difference in sign in R s 1 between the 500 nm and 1300 nm devices entirely explains the sign change of ∆R NLT apparent in Figs. 3c) and d) and clarifies that this is not related to the SDSE.
Recent electrical injection experiments in the wiring configuration of Fig. 1b for a Py/Cu NLSV with Al 2 O 3 tunnel barriers showed a spin accumulation signal that was interpreted as evidence of a non-uniform spin injection across the contact. [40] A similar mechanism could well explain our R s 1 , but requires further study to conclusively discuss.
DISCUSSION
Accurately determining the thermal gradient generated in any nanoscale metallic device is a serious challenge. Even if complicated 3d finite element analysis (FEM) is used, having accurate values of thermal properties for the thin film constituents of the devices is important, and the role of interfaces for electron, phonon, and spin transport is difficult to quantify without great effort [41, 42] . Furthermore, typical codes describe only diffusive heat transport, ignoring ballistic or quasi-ballistic phonon transport that is known to play a role in nanoscale metallic features on insulating substrates [43] . In fact the previously common view that only phonons of quite short wavelength and mean-free-path dominate heat transport in bulk materials at room temperature is now understood to be incorrect, with more and more quantitative measurements showing large contributions to heat flow from parts of the phonon spectrum ignored in typical FEM simulations [32, [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . These issues suggest that truly quantitative determination of the SDSE coefficient will be challenging and some level of disagreement between experimental groups should be expected, a situation familiar to the spintronics community.
We therefore clarify that the main result of this study requires no complicated or controversial calculations of thermal gradients. First consider that the spin signal due to electrical spin injection in the NLSV first used for the SDSE measurement by Slachter, et al. was ∆R s ≈ 10 mΩ where the thermal injection signal as discussed earlier was R
In the NLSV devices described here we achieved the same thermal spin signal R s 2 despite an electrical spin signal of only ∆R s ≈ 70 µΩ, a factor of more than 100 smaller. We can also use a simple 1d Valet-Fert model for spin diffusion to make a more fair comparison of spin accumulation at the injection site between devices and injection techniques. This suggests that Slachter et al.'s 100 nm asymmetric NLSV where ion milling was used to remove Py oxide at the interfaces showed thermal spin accumulation of < 0.2 % of electrical spin accumulation at the same applied current. Our NLSVs, where Py oxide likely remains at the interface, show similar thermal spin accumulation but dramatically smaller electrical spin accumulation so that the ratio is > 0.15 %. As discussed further below, this suggests that thermal spin injection is much more tolerant of imperfect interface quality, and in fact may be enhanced by the presence of an oxidized Py layer.
We now consider two techniques for estimating the thermal gradient driving the SDSE in our NLSVs. The first is a simple analytic technique using the two-body thermal models shown in Fig. 5a ) and b). Here we assume the two FM/NM junctions equilibrate to two different temperatures in steady state, T 1 and T 2 , that both junctions are connected to thermal ground (the substrate held at T 0 ) via the same thermal conductance K sub , and that heat can flow between the two junctions via thermal conductance K nm . This model is shown schematically for electrical spin injection in Fig. 5a ). Note that truly ascribing physical meaning to the parameters in this simple model is difficult. For example one would normally expect that the NM channel in a typical NLSV would be coupled to the bath (substrate) with approximately the same thermal conductance as the junctions, though all these features are on the size scale where decoupling from the phonons responsible for heatsinking the metal structures can lead to larger heating effects and counterintuitive behavior [43] .
As already noted by other groups [10, 12, 14] , when current is driven into the injector FM and out of one arm of the NM channel, Joule heating in this current path is accompanied by either cooling or heating due to the Peltier effect. Whereas Joule heating, P J,i = I 2 R eff , is always positive, the Peltier term, P Π rel = IΠ rel , is either positive or negative. The sign of the Peltier term depends on the direction of applied current, the geometric arrangement of the two metals with respect to this current flow, and the difference in the absolute Peltier coefficients of the two materials (written here simply as the relative coefficient Π rel ). Furthermore, via Onsager reciprocity [31, 49] , Π rel = α rel T 0 , where we use the substrate temperature since deviation in T even by several Kelvin makes a negligible change in the Peltier power at the T studied here.
The schematics in Fig. 5a ) and b) lead to a coupled system of equations that can be The estimated lead contribution has been subtracted here, so that this plot compares estimated absolute Seebeck coefficients. Inset: SEM micrograph of the thermal isolation platform we use for thermal properties measurements.
are fit to:
Collecting terms in the corresponding thermal model that are proportional to I and I 2 and solving these systems of equations yields expressions for the thermal parameters (as shown in Appendix A). With certain assumptions listed below we can then calculate the temperature difference between the heated region of junction 1 and the substrate in thermal spin injection, ∆T t 1 . This is the critical value needed to calculate the SDSE coefficient, S s . First we assume that the parameter K nm is given by the thermal conductance of the normal metal nanowire itself (ignoring any heat transported by the underlying substrate) and use the Wiedemann-Franz law to determine this K nm from the measured resistance of the channel, R nm ,
Here we take the value of the Lorenz number, L Al = 2.0 × 10 −8 WΩ/K 2 from a measurement of a similar Al thin film made using our micromachined thermal isolation platform [33] .
Next we assume that both the injection and detection FM/NM arms of the NLSV have the same value of α rel . Though thermopower is often assumed to be independent of geometry, this is only strictly true in the case where thermal gradient is simply aligned with the sample and in the regime where size effects cannot play a role. Nanoscale metal features are not always in this simple limit [50, 51] , so our model could be improved using actual measurements of Seebeck effects in nanowires of the same dimension as used in the NLSV.
Since these measurements are not possible for the current devices, we instead take a value of the relative Seebeck coefficient at 78 K again from measurements of representative films made using thermal isolation platforms.
Seebeck coefficient data is shown in Fig. 5f ), where we present estimated absolute Seebeck coefficient as a function of T for both Al and Py films. These measurements are made on thin films deposited on a patterned 500 nm thick suspended silicon-nitride membrane with integrated heaters, thermometers, and electrical contacts. Application of a temperature difference ∆T = T H − T c generates a voltage across the film due to the Seebeck effect, V , giving the relative Seebeck coefficient, α rel = V /∆T = α abs − α lead . Note that both measurements are made with the same lead material, so the determination of α abs (which adds some uncertainty) is not necessary to determine the value needed for NLSV modeling, α rel = α Al −α P y . More details about Seebeck measurements made with our thermal isolation platforms are available elsewhere [29] [30] [31] 52] .
With these assumptions we can write,
where here we use R e eff = α rel T 0 (A 2 /A 1 ) for the contact resistance measurement to determine K sub . The temperature rise at the injector junction is then
The B 2 term enters from use of R 
where V s = −µ s /e is the spin accumulation at the injection junction (FM1), and
) is always ∼ = 1 for these metallic NLSVs. To estimate the SDSE Coefficient, S s , we need to determine a thermal gradient at the injection site from our temperature difference. For the analytic model we assume the highly simplified situation shown schematically inset in Fig. 5d ), where the temperature T Table I , and is comparable to that calculated in other work for large I [13, 15, 16] . Note that this simple assumption amounts to the limit where the NM channel can only exchange heat with the top surface of each FM contact, and is most likely not physically accurate. However, it does provide an estimate for the largest absolute value of gradients possible in our structure because it ignores heat-sinking by the NM channel which will lower ∇T at the interface. The opposite limit is described by a purely diffusive heat flow model that allows exchange of energy between elements in the real geometry of the device. 3d finite-element modeling (FEM) calculations that couple the heat, charge, and spin degrees of freedom to calculate ∇T in this limit have already been demonstrated [12, 13, 53] . The second thermal modeling approach we take is a simple FEM calculation focusing only on the thermal degrees of freedom, and taking 2d "slices" through the device structure in critical areas. Similar 2d FEM codes have been frequently used to describe heat flow in micro-and nanomachined calorimeters [54] [55] [56] [57] . We performed 2d FEM using a common commercially available software package [58] . This allows solution of the 2d heat flow equation (for our purposes limited to steady-state):
where k 2D = k · t with k the thermal conductivity (in W/mK) of the constituent materials shown in Fig. 7a ) and t is a uniform thickness (here 450 nm) of the hypothetical crosssection. As long as the heat flow is dominated by the bulk substrate so that in-plane thermal transport is negligible on long length scales, such a model gives a reasonable estimate of the thermal gradient at the FM/NM interface. To match our experimental conditions (sample in vacuum, with substrate clamped at the bottom to a thermal bath), we choose the Dirichlet boundary condition at the base of the Si substrate (fixing T = 78 K), and
Neumann boundary conditions elsewhere with no radiative or convective heat flow.
Values of the thermal conductivity of the metallic nanowires are determined in the same fashion as for the analytic model (the WF law with modified L for Al and using measured values for similar thickness of Py). For the Si-N underlayer, which is critical for realistic modeling, we take the value ∼ 3 W/mK that we measure frequently for this Si-N using the suspended Si-N platforms [32] , and use literature values for Si thermal conductivity (2000 W/mK at 78 K) [59] . For simplicity we use temperature-independent thermal conductivity (since most of these materials have k that varies slowly if at all over the few-kelvin range of heating we expect), and also make the simplifying assumption that all Joule heat is profiles for the L = 1300 nm NLSV at the height ≈ 50 nm above the substrate at the peak of the broad maximum in dT /dx. dissipated in the FM1 nanowire. In the case of Py (a high electrical resistivity alloy) and Al (a potentially low conductivity metal) with a truly clean interface and bulk-like values of ρ this would likely be a poor assumption. However, the reduced size, impurity and roughness, and likelihood of less-than ideal contact all suggest that modeling this limit could be more realistic. Any spreading of the applied current to FM1 into the NM channel would cause some amount of the dissipated power to occur also in the NM, which would serve to reduce the thermal gradient calculated at the FM/NM interface. This would then increase the value of S s estimated from the FEM model. Overall, this challenge falls in the realm of the difficulty all groups have with taking interface heat flow and thermal properties correctly into account when performing thermal modeling.
We set P 2d dissipated in FM1 by matching the temperature difference to that required to generate the measured voltage response at the FM2/NM thermocouple. The FEM problem is then solved using an adaptive mesh with > 5000 nodes (as shown in Fig. 7a) ). The resulting solution for T (x, y) is shown in Fig. 7b ), and this solution is plotted for the height midpoint of the NM channel as a function of length along the channel in Fig. 7c ). The numerical derivative of this curve gives the thermal gradient dT /dx as a function of x as shown in Fig. 7d ). As expected this indicates somewhat smaller thermal gradients in the FM within one spin diffusion length of the interface compared to the analytic model. Note also that the thermal gradient vector at the FM/NM channel interface points toward the FM (in the negative x direction) for this device. The same operating conditions discussed above for the L = 1300 nm device at 78 K give ∇T FEM = 23 K/µm. The same procedure applied to the 500 nm geometry gives a yet lower thermal gradient, which most likely indicates breakdown in the assumptions, and possibly that the relative Seebeck coefficients or thermal conductivities are in fact not the same between these devices. To calculate S s we then assume a value of λ FM = 5 nm for Py for easiest comparison to other work, though note that variation in this value directly affects S s and that our results would be best discussed as the product S s λ FM . Finally, we determine V s via solution of the Valet-Fert equation using measured V s = R s 2 I 2 at the detector junction, λ nm , and L for each NLSV. The result (for L = 1300 nm) is S s = −0.5 µV/K (from the analytic method) and S s = −0.77 µV/K (from the FEM method) for our Py/Al at 78 K. This absolute value is somewhat smaller than other reports, which range from S s = −3.8 µV/K for Py/Cu at 300 K in the original report [13] , to as large as S s = −72 µV/K for CoFeAl/Cu also at 300 K where the strong enhancement is believed to relate to formation of a half-metallic phase in the CoFeAl film [16] . However, viewed as a fraction of the T-dependent total absolute Seebeck coefficient of Py, S P y abs , in order to compare across the different measurement temperatures, our value S s /S P y abs = 0.12 − 0.3 is closer to (and perhaps even in excess of) that seen in other Py devices S s /S P y abs = 0.19 [13] .
It is quite remarkable that the size of the thermal spin injection signals corresponds to this very significant degree of polarization of the Seebeck coefficient when the current polarization, P I = 0.02, determined from the size and L dependence of the electrical spin signal is so low. As stated above, we attribute the low electrical injection signals and P I to loss of spin information as the spin polarized electrons are injected in the NM. In theory the low P I could indicate a reduced spin polarization in the bulk of the Py itself, though films made from this source in this chamber have historically not shown dramatically reduced values of M s , AMR, or of course Seebeck coefficient [29, 60, 61] . The most likely cause for the reduced electrical spin injection is the formation of oxidized permalloy at the FM/NM junction that was not fully removed by the RF cleaning step before Al deposition. Native permalloy oxides can be complicated chemically and magnetically [62] , though typically are not seen to develop long-range magnetic order above ∼ 30 K [63] [64] [65] . However, the permalloy oxide is a likely source of intermediate energy states in the barrier with random local magnetic environments that could easily contribute to loss of spin fidelity as initially spin-polarized electrons transport from Py to Al. Importantly, our large S s /α P y abs values indicate that thermal injection suffers much less from this loss of signal due to interfacial effects.
Though it is not possible to clearly identify a physical origin of this reduced sensitivity to the interface based on results presented here, we point out that the physical processes involved in electrical and thermal injection are potentially quite different. This is particularly true when the clean interface limit is not achieved. While electrical spin injection in this limit invokes tunneling of spin-polarized electrons, thermal injection in the tunneling limit could proceed by incoherent spin pumping as seen in the longitudinal spin Seebeck effect [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] . In this picture, the magnetic oxide could increase the effective interfacial spin mixing conductance or allow transport of spin via (non-electronic) collective spin excitations [60, [75] [76] [77] [78] , and these effects could contribute to the SDSE signal measured here. Further experiments exploring thermal spin injection in a range of materials and with more carefully controlled and characterized interfaces are required to clarify the potential advantages of thermal spin injection for a wide range of potential spintronic applications.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we presented evidence of thermally generated pure spin currents in permalloy/aluminum non-local spin valve structures. Electrical spin injection, combined with contact resistance and using the actual geometry of the nanoscale devices determined from SEM images, indicated high resistance junctions and a reasonable fit of the spin signal to the 1d model of spin diffusion assuming tunneling contacts. The fit yielded very low values of spin polarization that we attribute to presence of oxidized permalloy that remains at the FM/NM interface. Surprisingly, thermal spin injection remains efficient, suggesting that the oxidized permalloy participates in converting heat in the metallic FM into pure spin current in the NM, presumably via excitation of a collective magnetization. We also briefly discussed challenges in quantifying thermal gradients in nanoscale structures, and described two methods for estimating thermal gradients in the NLSV. We used these to quote a spin-dependent Seebeck coefficient in this Py/Al structure at 78 K near 1 µV/K, which agrees well with previous reports on Py/Cu structures at 300 K when compared as a fraction of the total absolute Seebeck coefficient.
For the case of electrical spin injection (Fig. 1a ) in steady state with I applied to junction 1, we can write two coupled equations for heat flow:
Where T e 1 (T e 2 ) indicate the temperature of junction 1 (2) in response to power applied to junction 1 in the electrical spin injection configuration (Fig. 1a) . These can be solved to give the temperature differences between the junctions and the substrate:
and
This combination of Joule and Peltier power applied to junction 1 will lead to a voltage contribution from purely thermoelectric effects at junction 2, V NLE = α rel,2 ∆T e 2 . Eq. A4 clearly shows that this voltage will have terms ∝ both I and I 2 , as seen in Figs. 4a) and 5b).
Similar expressions describe the device in the thermal spin injection configuration (Fig.   1c ). Here only Joule heating is expected, as shown in the thermal model schematic inset in Fig. 5c ), so that when current is driven through FM1:
Here T t 1 (T t 2 ) indicate the temperature of junction 1 (2) in response to power applied to FM1 in the thermal spin injection orientation (Fig. 1c) .
Again these can be solved to give the temperature differences between the junctions and the substrate:
The Joule power applied to FM1 will again lead to a voltage contribution from purely thermoelectric effects at junction 2, V NLT = α rel,2 ∆T t 2 . As expected, the model predicts only ∝ I 2 terms for V NLT , and the measurements (Figs. 4b) and 5c)) are indeed nearly perfect parabolas.
Finally, we note that the "contact resistance" measurement, where the voltage is measured at the FM strip used for current injection as shown in Fig. 1d ) will give the sum of potentially three voltages: a voltage drop caused by current flow across the actual interface between NM and FM1 (the traditional understanding of a contact resistance), a potential difference due to geometrical current spreading in the nanoscale circuit [7] , and a voltage from thermoelectric effects due to the temperature gradients produced in the structure. This sum is then:
The thermoelectric voltage includes both I and I 2 terms, and as seen in Fig. 5d ) these IV curves show clear non-linearity. It will also be important to consider the size of the thermoelectric term ∝ I relative to the average apparent resistance in using these effective 3-terminal measurements to judge which form of the 1d spin diffusion equation to choose for analysis of the spin transport in the NLSV [37] . In the NLSV devices shown here, the thermoelectric ∝ I term is small compared to the total signal (on order of 100 nV for the measurement shown in Fig. 5d ). The main result of our study is that thermal spin injection is more tolerant of, and perhaps enhanced by, an imperfect FM/NM injector interface. In the main text we highlight this by comparison to Slachter et al.'s result based on an NLSV with a very different geometry, specifically a smaller area of contact between FM and NM. If we had reached the transparent limit for the device geometry studied here, a significant reduction in the spin signal should be expected from spin backflow into the injecting FM. However, we see no reason that such spin absorption would affect electrical spin injection differently than thermal spin injection, so that comparing the ratios is still appropriate.
Nevertheless, close examination of which interface limit is most appropriate to interpret our results remains important. As stated in the main text, our best determination of sample geometry suggests that R c > R NM > R FM . Takahashi and Maekawa [37] , originally derived the 1d spin transport equation in the tunneling limit for R c R NM , but clarify that the tunneling equation gives close values of ∆R s even when R c ≈ R NM so that whenever R c
R NM the tunneling model should be used. In Fig. A1 we compare fits to the three different 1d spin models for our ∆R NLE data. In addition to the tunneling eq. (Eq. 1), these are the transparent case (R c R FM ): Finally, we point out that particularly since the NM channel in these NLSV devices is wider than intended, use of a 3d spin transport model could offer benefits for understanding the balance between electrical and thermal spin injection in such a geometry [79, 80] . In future studies we intend to produce narrower channels via improved lithography, but will also explore implementation of the more complicated 3d models.
